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Abstract

The concept of Generalized Snapshot Isolation (GSI) has been recently proposed as a suitable ex-
tension of conventional Snapshot Isolation (SI) for replicated databases. In GSI, transactions may use
older snapshots instead of the latest snapshot required in SI, being able to provide better performance
without significantly increasing the abortion rate when write/write conflicts among transactions are low.
Its authors also state that GSI is needed because there is no non-blocking implementation of SI in asyn-
chronous systems, even when databases never fail, but they do not prove such statement. We justify such
property for ROWA (Read One, Write All) protocols in this paper by using the equivalence between
SI-schedules. Additionally, we show and prove that if a replication protocol using SI replicas provides
global atomicity and commits update transactions in the same order at all sites then it provides GSI. This
sufficient condition prevents the usage of some mechanisms that exclusively order write/write conflicting
transactions because they do not guarantee GSI.

1 Introduction

Snapshot Isolation (SI) is a transaction isolation level introduced in [4] and implemented (using multiver-
sion concurrency control) in several commercial database systems as Oracle, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL
Server or InterBase. SI provides a weaker form of consistency than serializability [6]. Indeed, SI allows
some read-only anomalies analyzed in [16]. Several researchers [15, 14] have recently demonstrated that,
under certain conditions on the workload, transactions executing on a database with SI produce serializable
histories. Nevertheless, in practice most applications run serially under SI, including the most widely-used
database benchmarks TPC-B, TPC-C, and TPC-W [34]. These characteristics turn SI into an attractive
isolation level for a database programmer because it provides sufficient data consistency for non-critical
applications while it maintains a good performance, since read-only activity introduces lower overheads in
the application. Read-only transactions executed under SIlevel are neither delayed, blocked nor aborted,
since they do not use read-locks, and they never cause updatetransactions to block or abort. This behav-
ior is important for workloads dominated by read-only transactions, such as those resulting from dynamic
content Web servers.

Many enterprise applications demand high availability since they have to provide continuous service
to their users. For achieving such availability, the commonsolution consists in deploying multiple replicas
of such application. This leads also to the replication of the information being used; i.e., to managing
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replicated databases. The concept of Generalized SnapshotIsolation (GSI) has been recently proposed [13]
in order to provide a suitable extension of conventional SI for replicated databases based on multiversion
concurrency control. In GSI, transactions may use older snapshots instead of the latest snapshot required
in SI. Authors of [13] outline an impossibility result whichjustifies the use of GSI in database replication:
“ there is no non-blocking implementation of SI in an asynchronous system, even if databases never fail”.
In anon-blockingreplication protocol, transactions can start at any time without restriction or delay.

Concurrently with that paper, [26] proposes a definition of One Copy Snapshot Isolation (1CSI) for
ROWA (Read One Write All) protocols. From the previous impossibility result, it is not possible to obtain
the given isolation level with the replication protocols stated in [26] by using SI replicas. Thus, their
protocols should be classified as GSI, instead of a strict SI for a replicated system. Note, however, that
this is not a critique on the proposal given in [26], since theinitial definition of the SI level [4] was ample
enough to accept both interpretations of what should be 1CSI(Elniketi’s conventional SI, and Lin’s 1CSI).

In this paper, we prove that a non-blocking ROWA protocol cannot implement SI (as stated above).
The proof, given in Section 6, is very simple and is based on a condition that restricts the transaction
start time in order to provide SI. The proof forces the resulting protocol to be a blocking one. As SI is
not implemented by non-blocking ROWA protocols, we also study the basic requirements that such kind
of protocols must verify in order to provide GSI. So, the second contribution of our paper consists in
formalizing the requirements for achieving GSI over SI replicas using non-blocking protocols. Thus, the
criteria for implementing GSI are: (i) Each submitted transaction to the system either commits or aborts
at all sites (atomicity); (ii) All update transactions are committed in the same total order at every site
(total order of committed transactions). Total order ensures that all replicas see the same sequence of
transactions, being thus able to provide the same snapshotsto transactions, independently of their starting
replica. Without such order, those transactions without write/write conflicts might be applied in different
orders in different replicas. So, transactions would be able to read different versions in different replicas.
Atomicity guarantees that all replicas take the same actions regarding each transaction, so their states
should be consistent, once each transaction has been terminated.

In the replication protocols discussed above, ROWA certification-based replication protocols are pro-
vided. These protocols are based on the use of atomic broadcast [18] to deliver in total order the update
operations of transactions for executing the certificationat every database replica. The distributed protocol
in [13] applies the update operations of transactions in thesame total order in all replicas while the protocol
in [26] allows more concurrency in the execution of the update operations of non-conflicting transactions
at each replica, although it needs toblock the execution of the first operation of any starting transaction
until the end of the current execution of those concurrent transactions. So, these protocols comply with the
requirements of GSI.

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, a detailed formalization of the GSI definition and
its requirements is presented. Second, and as a result of thefirst one, we provide a complete character-
ization of the GSI protocols that allows us to state that several kinds of optimizations are not possible if
GSI must be ensured. For instance, some replication protocols providing One Copy Serializability (1CS)
assume database replicas that follow a strict serializableisolation level. In these protocols, non-conflicting
operations can be executed concurrently and different replicas may even commit transactions in different
orders as long as they do not conflict. This optimization is important since processing messages serially
as supposed for replication protocols deployed over a groupcommunication system [8] would result in
significantly lower throughput rates. While this optimization may be partially maintained for obtaining
GSI as in the protocol presented in [26], it is not possible for replication protocols that use simpler kinds
of broadcast (those that do not enforce a total order) such assome implementations of O2PL [1].

The rest of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept of multiversion histories
based on [6]. Sections 3 and 4 give the concepts of Snapshot Isolation and Generalized Snapshot Isolation.
In Section 5, the structure of ROWA protocols is introduced.Conditions for One Copy Snapshot Isolation
and One Copy Generalized Snapshot Isolation are introducedin Sections 6 and 7 respectively. Finally,
a discussion about recent database replication protocol proposals is presented in Section 8 and the paper
conclusions in Section 9.
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2 Multiversion Histories

In the following, we define the concept of multiversion history for committed transactions using the theory
provided in [6]. The properties studied in our paper only require to deal with committed transactions. To
this end, we first define the basic building blocks for our formalizations, and then the different definitions
and properties will be shown.

A database (DB) is a collection of data items, which may be concurrently accessed by transactions. A
history represents anoverall partial orderingof the different operations concurrently executed within the
contextof their corresponding transactions. Thus, a multiversionhistory generalizes a history where the
database items are versioned.

To formalize this definition, each transaction submitted tothe system is denoted byTi. A transaction is
a sequence of read and write operations on database items ended by a commit or abort operation. EachTi’s
write operation on itemX is denotedWi(Xi). A read operation on itemX is denotedRi(Xj) stating that
Ti reads the version ofX installed byTj. Finally, Ci andAi denote theTi’s commit and abort operation
respectively. We assume that a transaction does not read an item X after it has written it, and each item
is read and written at most once. Avoiding redundant operations simplifies the presentation. The results
for this kind of transactions are seamlessly extensible to more general models. In any case, redundant
operations can be removed using local variables in the program of the transaction [29].

Each version of a data itemX contained in the database is denoted byXi, where the subscript stands
for the transaction identifier that installed that version in theDB. Thereadsetandwriteset(denoted byRSi

andWSi respectively) express the sets of items read (written) by a transactionTi. Thus,Ti is aread-only
transaction ifWSi = ∅ and it is anupdateone, otherwise.

Let T = {T1, ..., Tn} be a set ofcommittedtransactions, where the operations ofTi are ordered by
≺Ti

. The last operation of a transaction is the commit operation. To process operations from a transaction
Ti ∈ T , a multiversion scheduler must translateTi’s operations on data items into operations on specific
versions of those data items. That is, there is a functionh that maps eachWi(X) into Wi(Xi), and each
Ri(X) into Ri(Xj) for someTj ∈ T .

Definition 1. A Complete Committed Multiversion (CCMV) historyH overT is a partial order with order
relation≺ such that:

1. H = h(
⋃

Ti∈T Ti) for some translation functionh.

2. ≺⊇
⋃

Ti∈T ≺Ti
.

3. If Ri(Xj) ∈ H , i 6= j, thenWj(Xj) ∈ H andCj ≺ Ri(Xj).

In the previous Definition 1 condition (1) indicates that each operation submitted by a transaction is
mapped into an appropriate multiversion operation. Condition (2) states that the CCMV history preserves
all orderings stipulated by transactions. Condition (3) establishes that if a transaction reads a concrete
version of a data item, it was written by a transaction that committed before the item was read.

Definition 1 is more specific than the one stated in [6], since the former only includes committed
transactions and explicitly indicates that a new version may not be read until the transaction that installed
the new version has committed.

In general, two histories over the same set of transactions are view equivalent[6] if they contain the
same operations, have the samereads-fromrelations, and produce the same final writes. The notion of
equivalence of CCMV histories reduces to a simple conditionif the following reads-fromrelation is used:
Ti readsX fromTj in a CCMV historyH , if Ri(Xj) ∈ H .

Let H andH ′ be two CCMV histories over the same set of committed transactionsT . These histories
are (view-) equivalent, denoted asH ≡ H ′, if and only if they have the same operations. Both of them
have the same writes, moreover all write operations are finalas all versions they produce are different. As
Ri(Xj) ∈ H andRi(Xj) ∈ H ′ then they have the samereads-fromrelations.

In the rest of the paper, we use the following conventions:
(i) T = {T1, ..., Tn} is the set of committed transactions for every defined history;
(ii) any historyH is a CCMV history overT ; and
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(iii) for eachX ∈ DB : V er(X, H) = {Xj : Wj(Xj) ∈ H}
⋃
{X0} is the set of installed versions

of the data itemX in H , beingX0 its initial version.
Note that these conventions will be also applicable when a superscript is used to denote the site of the

database where the history is generated.

3 Snapshot Isolation

In SI reading from a snapshot means that a transactionTi sees all the updates done by transactions that
committed before the transaction started its first operation. The results of its writes are installed when
the transaction commits. However, a transactionTi will successfully commit if and only if there is not a
concurrent transactionTk that has already committed and some of the written items byTk are also written
by Ti. From our point of view, histories generated by a given concurrency control providing SI may be
interpreted as multiversion histories with time restrictions.

Let H be a history andt : H → R+ a mapping such that it assigns to each operationop ∈ H its real
time occurrencet(op) ∈ R+. The mapping also verifies:op ≺ op′ in H ⇒ t(op) < t(op′). The mapping
t() totally orders all operations ofH , and the total order< is compatible with the partial order≺. For
simplicity, we assume different times for different operations; that is,t(op) = t(op′) ⇔ op = op′. The
pair (H, t) defines a schedule ofH , and it is denotedHt. It is clear that each compatible mapping with the
partial order of the history determines the obtained schedule. In the following, we additionally use the next
convention:

(iv) A scheduleHt is a schedule of a historyH .
We define the “commit time” (ci) and “begin time” (bi) for each transactionTi ∈ T in a scheduleHt as

ci = t(Ci) andbi = t(first operation ofTi), holdingbi < ci by definition oft() and≺Ti
.

In the following, we formalize the concept of snapshot of thedatabase. Intuitively it comprises the
latest version of each data item. A sample of aSI-schedule might be:
b1r1(x0)w1(x1) c1 b2 r2(z0) b3 r3(y0)w3(x3) c3 r2(x1) w2(y2) c2.

As this example shows, each transaction is able to include inits snapshot (and read from it) the latest
committed version of each existing item at the time such transaction was started. ThusT2 has read version
1 of item X sinceT1 has generated such version and it has already committed whenT2 started. But it only
reads version0 of item Z since no update of such item is seen byT2. This is true despite transactionsT2

andT3 are concurrent andT3 updatesX beforeT2 reads such item, because the snapshot taken forT2 is
previous to the commit ofT3. This provides the basis for defining what a snapshot is.

Definition 2. The snapshot of the databaseDB at timeτ ∈ R+ for a scheduleHt, isSnapshot(DB, Ht, τ)
=

⋃
X∈DB latestV er(X, Ht, τ), where the latest version of each itemX ∈ DB at timeτ is the setlatest-

V er(X, Ht, τ) = {Xp ∈ V er(X, H) : (∄ Xk ∈ V er(X, H) : cp < ck ≤ τ)}

From the previous definition, it is easy to show that a snapshot is modified each time an update trans-
action commits. Ifτ = cm andXm ∈ V er(X, H), thenlatestV er(X, Ht, cm) = {Xm}. In order to
formalize the concept of SI-schedule, we utilize a slight variation of the predicateimpactsfor update trans-
actions presented in [13]. Two transactionsTj, Ti ∈ T impact at timeτ ∈ R+ in a scheduleHt, denoted
Tj impactsTi at τ , if the following predicate holds:WSj

⋂
WSi 6= ∅ ∧ τ < cj < ci.

Definition 3. A scheduleHt is a SI-schedule if and only if for eachTi ∈ T :

1. if Ri(Xj) ∈ H thenXj ∈ Snapshot(DB, Ht, bi); and

2. for eachTj ∈ T : ¬(Tj impactsTi atbi).

Condition (1) states that all the versions read by a transaction Ti are obtained fromSnapshot(DB,

Ht, bi); that is, versions are obtained from the snapshot of the databaseDB at the time the transaction
starts its first operation. Condition (2) states that any pair of transactionsTj andTi, writing over some
common data items, can not overlap their time intervals[bi, ci] and[bj , cj ]. In other words, they have to be
executed in a serial way.

Other definitions of SI have been provided in the literature.It was firstly introduced as an isolation
level generated by multiversion concurrency control in [4]. It states that a transaction reads data that were
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already committed when the transaction started. Read operations never blocked as long as the snapshot can
be maintained. On the other hand, transaction’s writes are reflected in its snapshot. Concurrent updates are
invisible to the transaction. In order to prevent lost updates [4], it applies theFirst-Committer-Winsrule. A
transaction will successfully commit only if no other transaction has already committed writes to items that
the transaction intends to write. A similar definition to [4]has also been used in [23, 36, 26, 15]. In [13],
where we have taken part of the notations of our work, the GSI concept is introduced (see Section 4) and
by means of the notion of impacting transactions with the read and commit rules, it can be inferred SI.

In the previous Section, the concept of view equivalence between two histories has been introduced. In
the following, we explore a notion of equivalence between SI-schedules.

Definition 4. LetHt andH ′

t′ be two SI-schedules.Ht is SI-equivalent toH ′

t′ , denotedHt ≡SI H ′

t′ , if and
only if for anyTj, Ti ∈ T the following conditions hold:

1. If WSi

⋂
WSj 6= ∅ : ci < cj in Ht ⇔ c′i < c′j in H ′

t′ .

2. If WSi

⋂
RSj 6= ∅ : ci < bj in Ht ⇔ c′i < b′j in H ′

t′ .

Condition (1) indicates that transactions with write/write conflicts must be committed in the same
order in both schedules; and condition (2) states that the order of commit time and begin time between
two transactions having a reads-from relation has to be the same in both SI-schedules. Definition 4 of
SI-equivalence is equivalent to the one provided in [26]. Itis based on the fact that both schedules are
SI-schedules and does not use the concrete operations in thehistories; it only uses the definitions of items
to be read or written by the transactions. This motivates thenext property, stating that if two SI-schedules
are SI-equivalent, all transactions contained in them haveread and written the same item versions in both
schedules. As a result, both schedules are also equivalent (in a general sense, similarly to the one defined
at the end of Section 2 for history equivalence, i.e., the operations being used in each schedule produce the
same results in each one of them).

Property 1. LetHt andH ′

t′ be two SI-schedules. IfHt ≡SI H ′

t′ thenH ≡ H ′.

Proof. Let Rj(Xi) ∈ H , Ht is a SI-schedule, thus{Xi} = latestV er(X, Ht, bj). By Definition 2,
ci < bj and∄ Xk ∈ V er(X, H) : ci < ck < bj . Assumec′i < c′k < b′j in H ′

t′ andXk ∈ V er(X, H ′). In
that case,Xi is not the latest version ofX for the transactionTj in H ′

t′ ; and, as theRSj is the same for the
transactionTj in H andH ′, it reads a different version ofX in H andH ′.
By Condition (1) in Definition 4,c′i < c′k ⇒ ci < ck in Ht, and by Condition (2) in Definition 4,
c′k < b′j ⇒ ck < bj in Ht. As theWSk is the same for the transactionTk in Ht andH ′

t′ , Xk ∈ V er(X, H).
Therefore,∃Xk ∈ V er(X, H) : ci < ck < bj. By contradiction,{Xi} 6= latestV er(X, Ht, bj). In
conclusion, ifRj(Xi) ∈ H , thenRj(Xi) ∈ H ′ holds.
Tj reads the same versions inH andH ′, thus it produces the same writes in both histories. LetWj(Xj) ∈
H , as theWSj is the same for the transactionTj in H ′ andH , thenWj(Xj) ∈ H ′.
H andH ′ have the same operations and, as we have previously seen, twohistories are equivalent if they
have the same set of operations. Therefore, we conclude thatH ≡ H ′.

SI-equivalence allows SI-schedules to differ in the time occurrence of operations, but it has to maintain
a relative order among certain key operations of transactions: commit and first operations. However,
conditions in Definition 4 can not be used to show if an arbitrary scheduleH ′

t′ is equivalent to a given
SI-scheduleHt. This is because in a multiversion history a transaction mayread any available version of a
data item, and conditions in Definition 4 do not restrict thatfact.

It is easy to show that if a concurrency control algorithm returns to a transaction the current snapshot
at the time of its first operation and the algorithm updates the DB at commit time if no transaction impacts
with it (or in the contrary case, aborts it), then the algorithm produces SI-schedules.

4 Generalized Snapshot Isolation

The concept of Generalized Snapshot Isolation (or GSI, for short) was firstly applied to database replication
in [13]. A hypothetical concurrency control algorithm could have stored some past snapshots. A transaction
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may receive a snapshot that happened in the system before thetime of its first operation (instead of its
current snapshot as in a SI concurrency control algorithm).The algorithm may commit the transaction
if no other transaction impacts with it from that past snapshot. Thus, a transaction can observe an older
snapshot of the DB but the write operations of the transaction are still valid update operations for the DB
at commit time. These previous ideas define the concept of GSI.

Definition 5. A scheduleHt is a GSI-schedule if and only if for eachTi ∈ T there exists a valuesi ∈ R+

such thatsi ≤ bi and:

1. if Ri(Xj) ∈ H thenXj ∈ Snapshot(DB, Ht, si); and

2. for eachTj ∈ T : ¬(Tj impactsTi atsi).

Condition (1) states that every item read by a transaction belongs to the same (possible past) snapshot.
Condition (2) also establishes that the time intervals[si, ci] and [sj , cj] do not overlap for any pair of
write/write conflicting transactionsTi andTj. If for all Ti ∈ T , conditions (1) and (2) hold forsi = bi then
Ht is a SI-schedule. Thus, Definition 5 includes as a particularcase the Definition 3. Another observation
of the definition concludes that if there exists a transaction Ti ∈ T such that conditions (1) and (2) are
only verified for a valuesi < bi then there is an itemX ∈ RSi for which latestV er(X, Ht, si) 6=
latestV er(X, Ht, bi). That is, the transactionTi has not seen the latest version ofX at the begin timebi.
There was a transactionTk with Wk(Xk) ∈ H such thatsi < ck < bi.

The following is an example of aGSI-schedule:
b1 r1(x0)w1(x1) c1 b2 r2(x0) r2(z0) b3 r3(y0) w3(x3) c3 w2(y2) c2.

In this schedule, transactionT2 readsx0 after the commit ofT1 appears. This would not be correct for
a SI-schedule (since the read version ofX is not the latest one), but it is perfectly valid for aGSI-schedule,
taken the time point of the snapshot provided toT2 (i.e. s2) previous to the commit ofT1, as it is shown:
b1 r1(x0) s2 w1(x1) c1 b2 r2(x0) r2(z0) b3 r3(y0) w3(x3)c3 w2(y2) c2.

The intuition under this schedule in a distributed system isthat the message containing the modifications
of T1 (the write operation onX) would have not yet arrived to the site at the time transaction T2 began.
This may be the reason forT2 to see this past version of itemX . The fact thatGSI captures these delays
into schedules makes attractive its usage on distributed environments.

The valuesi in Definition 5 plays the same role asbi in Definition 3. Thus, it is possible to think that
if the operations in the GSI-schedule obtained from the history H had been ’on time’ then the schedule
would have been a SI-schedule.

Let us use the previous example to show how a GSI-schedule canbe transformed into a SI-schedule.
Thus, to turn thatGSI-schedule into aSI-schedule, it is just needed to move the beginning ofT2 back tos2,
and consequently, the resulting schedule will be aSI-schedule:
b1 r1(x0)b2 w1(x1) c1 r2(x0) r2(z0) b3 r3(y0)w3(x3) c3 w2(y2) c2.

However, this schedule does not fit the definition ofbi, which was described as the time of the first
operation a transaction performs. Thus, such first operation of transactionT2 must be also moved in the
SI-schedule, resulting in the following:
b1 r1(x0)b2 r2(x0) w1(x1) c1 r2(z0) b3 r3(y0)w3(x3) c3 w2(y2) c2.

The following property describes the previous transformation in a formal way:

Property 2. LetHt be a GSI-schedule. There is a mappingt′ : H → R+ such thatHt′ is a SI-schedule.

Proof. Let Ti be a transaction such thatRSi 6= ∅ and si < bi in Ht. In order to make the proof
simple we consider transactions in which all read operations are done before any write operation. Let
Ri(Xj1)...Ri(Pjp

)...Ri(Zjz
) be the sequence of read operations in the same order imposed by≺Ti

. LetTjs

be the first transaction withWjs
(Sjs

) ∈ H such thatsi < cjs
< bi andS ∈ RSi. We move the time occur-

rence of the read operations of the transactionTi in the same order≺Ti
as follows:t′(Ri(Pjp

)) = si + ǫjp

whereǫj1 = 0 for the first read, and
∑

jp
ǫjp

< cjs
−si. For the rest of operationsop ∈ H , t′(op) = t(op).

It is easy to show that this new mapping is compatible with≺ of H .
For this transactionTi, ¬(Tj impactsTi at b′i) in Ht′ because¬(Tj impactsTi at si) for everyTj ∈ T

andb′i = si. Only the read operations ofTi have been moved; the commit operations, that may modify
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the predicateimpacts, have not changed their time occurrences. InHt′ , for eachRi(Pjp
) of Ti, {Pjp

} =
latestV er(P, Ht′ , b

′

i). Again,b′i = si, and{Pjp
} = latestV er(P, Ht, si).

The previous process is done for any transactionTi such that inHt′ , s′i < b′i. This process is finite and
the resulting schedule is a SI-schedule.

The next definition is the generalization of SI-equivalence(Definition 4) between GSI-schedules.

Definition 6. LetHt andH ′

t′ be two GSI-schedules.Ht is GSI-equivalent toH ′

t′ , denotedHt ≡GSI H ′

t′ ,
if and only if for anyTj , Ti ∈ T the following conditions hold:

1. If WSi

⋂
WSj 6= ∅ : ci < cj in Ht ⇔ c′i < c′j in H ′

t′ .

2. If WSi

⋂
RSj 6= ∅ : ci < sj in Ht ⇔ c′i < s′j in H ′

t′ .

If two GSI-schedules are GSI-equivalent then their histories are also view equivalent.

Property 3. LetHt andH ′

t′ be two GSI-schedules. IfHt ≡GSI H ′

t′ thenH ≡ H ′.

Proof. This proof is the same as the proof of Property 1 if we substitute bj by sj , b′j by s′j and Conditions
(1) and (2) of Definition 4 by Conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 6 respectively.

We remark that the definition ofGSI-equivalence allows aGSI-schedule to be equivalent to aSI-
schedule, but the reverse case is, in general, not true. In particular theSI-scheduleHt′ obtained in Property 2
for Ht satisfiesHt ≡GSI Ht′ .

Finally, it is also important to note thatGSI-schedules allow read-only transactions to obtain versions
of their accessed items arbitrarily old. This could be an inconvenience for many applications, since the
freshness of the accessed data is unknown.

5 The ROWA Strategy

TheGSIconcept is particularly interesting in replicated databases, since many replication protocols execute
each transaction initially in a delegate replica, propagating later its updates to the rest of replicas [26, 13, 3].
This means that transaction writesets cannot be immediately applied in all replicas at a time and, due to
this, the snapshot being used in a transaction might be “previous” to the one that (regarding physical time in
a hypothetical centralized system) would have been assigned to it. In this Section we consider a distributed
system that consists ofm sites, beingIm = {1..m} the set of site identifiers. Sites communicate among
them by reliable message passing. We make no assumptions about the time it takes for sites to execute and
for messages to be transmitted. We assume a system free of failures. Each sitek runs an instance of the
database management system and maintains a copy of the databaseDB. We will assume that each database
copy, denotedDBk with k ∈ Im, provides the Snapshot Isolation level.

We use the transaction model of Section 2. LetT = {Ti : i ∈ In} be the set of transactions submitted to
the system; whereIn = {1..n} is the set of transaction identifiers.

TheROWA [17] strategy is quite general and replication protocols implementing this strategy will vary
in their concrete implementation [1, 7, 9, 10, 19, 20, 24, 25,26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 36]. TheROWA approach
may range according to the next two parameters:whenupdates take place, either before committing the
transaction (eager) or after (lazy); and,whereupdate transactions can be initiated, either each database
has a primary replica where all updates are initially applied, propagating them to the secondary replicas
(primary copy) or each replica may accept updates (update anywhere).

Note also that we use a ROWA strategy since we have assumed a failure-free system. Otherwise, a
ROWAA approach is needed, i.e., writes will only be applied on the available replicas, but all our discussion
is orthogonal to failures and can be seamlessly extended to asystem where failures might arise.

An archetypal example of a replication protocol following the ROWA strategy is as follows: all op-
erations are firstly executed at a delegate replica; afterwards, the writeset and the state of each data item
contained in the writeset are collected and multicast in total order to the rest of replicas for completing the
transaction. Each transaction is committed or aborted by all replicas once its writeset has been delivered
and locallycertified (i.e., checked for conflicts with the rest of concurrent transactions) in each replica.
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Since all replicas see the same sequence of writesets, all ofthem decide the same action (either commit or
abort) on each transaction. This kind of approach is namedcertification-based replicationin [35].

Atomic broadcast [18] (or total order broadcast) based replication protocols [24, 25, 30, 36, 26] ensure
that all replicas receive writesets in the same order. When awriteset is delivered to a replica, it is firstly
checked against local conflicting transactions. As a resultof this, the writeset may be applied (aborting
all local conflicting transactions) or not. In other works, either priorities are used to avoid the latency
introduced by the atomic broadcast [1] or by epidemic propagation using vector clocks [19]. However,
both approaches [1, 19] need a Two Phase Commit protocol or a quorum [19] for the commitment of a
transaction. In all cases, a submitted transaction may become blocked as a consequence of theDBMS
activity. Hence, a “non-blocking” ROWA strategy is defined as the one where the first operation of a
transaction in its delegate replica never becomes blocked by the replication protocol during its execution
at such replica. Finally, if we assume that every transaction is going to be committed at every site, we
consider that is committed as soon as it has been firstly committed at any replica.

TheROWA strategy defines for each transactionTi ∈ T , the set of transactions{T k
i : k ∈ Im} in which

there is only one, denotedT site(i)
i , verifying RS

site(i)
i = RSi andWS

site(i)
i = WSi; for the rest of the

transactions,T k
i , k 6= site(i), RSk

i = ∅ andWSk
i = WSi. T

site(i)
i determines the local transaction ofTi,

i.e., the transaction executed at its delegate replica or site, whilstT k
i , k 6= site(i), is a remote transaction

of Ti, i.e., the updates of the transaction executed at a remote site. An update transaction reads at one site
and writes at every site, while a read-only transaction onlyexists at its local site. In the rest of the paper,
we consider the general case of update transactions with non-empty sets.

Let T k = {T k
i : i ∈ In} be the set of transactions submitted at each sitek ∈ Im for the setT . Some of

these transactions are local atk while others are remote ones. Assumption 1 implies that eachtransaction
submitted to the system either commits at all replicas or in none of them. Thus, the updates applied in a
delegate replica by a given transaction are also applied in the rest of replicas. Obviously, we consider a
fully-replicated system. Since only committed transactions are relevant, the histories being generated at
each site should be histories overT k, as defined above.

Assumption 1(Atomicity). Hk is a CCMVhistory overT k for all sitesk ∈ Im.

In the considered distributed system there is not a common clock or a similar synchronization mecha-
nism. However, we can use a real time mappingt :

S

k∈Im
(Hk) → R+ that totally orders all operations of

the system. This mapping is compatible with each partial order≺k defined forHk for each sitek ∈ Im. In
the following, we consider that eachDBk providesSI-schedules under the previous time mapping.

Assumption 2(SI Replicas). Hk
t is a SI-schedule of the historyHk for all sitesk ∈ Im.

In order to study the level of consistency implemented by a non-blockingROWA protocol is necessary to
define the one copy schedule (1C-schedule) obtained from the schedules at each site. In the next definitions,
properties and theorems we use the following notation: for each transactionTi, i ∈ In, C

min(i)
i denotes the

commit operation of the transactionTi at sitemin(i) ∈ Im such thatcmin(i)
i = mink∈Im{ck

i } under the
considered mappingt().

Definition 7. Let T = {Ti : i ∈ In} be the set of submitted transactions to a replicated database system
with a non-blockingROWAstrategy that verifies Assumption 1 and Assumption 2. LetS =

S

k∈Im
(Hk) be

the set formed by the union of the historiesHk overT k = {T k
i : i ∈ In}. And lett : S → R+ be the mapping

that totally orders the operations inS.
The1C-schedule,Ht′ = (H, t′ : H → R+), is built fromS andt() as follows:
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For eachi ∈ In andk ∈ Im

1. Remove fromS operations such that:
Wi(Xi)

k , with k 6= site(i), or
Ck

i , with k 6= min(i)
2. H is obtained with the rest of operations inS after step 1, applying the renaming:

Wi(Xi) = Wi(Xi)
site(i)

Ri(Xj) = Ri(Xj)
site(i), and

Ci = C
min(i)
i

3. Finally, t′() is obtained fromt() as follows:
t′(Wi(Xi)) = t(Wi(Xi)

site(i))

t′(Ri(Xj)) = t(Ri(Xj)
site(i)), and

t′(Ci) = t(C
min(i)
i )

As t′() receives its values fromt(), we write, Ht instead ofHt′ . In the 1C-scheduleHt, for each
transactionTi, is trivially verified bi < ci because theROWA strategy guarantees that for allk 6= site(i),
b
site(i)
i < bk

i . The1C historyH, that is formed by the operations over the logicalDB, is also a history over
T . We prove this fact informally. By the renaming (2) in Definition 7, each transactionTi, has its operations
over the data items inRSi andWSi, and≺Ti

is trivially maintained in a partial order≺ for H, becauseHt

contains the local operations ofT
site(i)
i . H is also formed by committed transactions, under Assumption1;

for eachTi, Ci ∈ H. Finally, if Ri(Xj) ∈ H, thenRi(Xj)
site(i) ∈ Hsite(i). As Hsite(i) is a history over

T site(i) thenC
site(i)
j ≺ Ri(Xj)

site(i). By definingC
min(j)
j ≺ C

site(i)
j in S thenC

min(j)
j ≺ Ri(Xj)

site(i) and
soCj ≺ Ri(Xj). ThusH can be defined as a history overT .

Condition (2) on Definition 7 ensures that a transaction is committed as soon as it has been committed
at the first replica. Finally, no restriction about the beginning of a transaction is imposed in this definition.
Hence, this definition is valid for the most general case of non-blocking protocols.

Although Assumptions 1 and 2 are included in Definition 7, they do not guarantee that the obtained
1C-schedule is aSI-schedule. This is best illustrated in the following example, where it is also shown how
the 1C-schedule may be built from each siteSI-schedules. In this example two sites and the next set of
transactions are considered:

T1 = {R1(Y ), W1(X)}, T2 = {R2(Z), W2(X)},
T3 = {R3(X), W3(Z)}, T4 = {R4(X), R4(Z), W4(Y )}

Figure 1 illustrates the mapping described in Definition 7 for building a 1C-Schedule from theSI-
schedules seen in the different nodesIm. T2 andT3 are locally executed at site1 (RS2 6= ∅ andRS3 6= ∅)
whilst T1 andT4 are executed at site2 respectively. The writesets are afterwards applied at the remote sites.

Schedules obtained at both sites areSI-schedules, i.e. transactions read the latest version of the com-
mitted data at each site. The1C-schedule is obtained from Definition 7. For example, the commit of T1

occurs for the1C-schedule in the minimum of the interval betweenC1
1 andC2

1 and so on for the remaining
transactions.

Figure 1: Execution not providing SI nor GSI.

In the1C-schedule of Figure 1,T4 readsX1 andZ3 but theX2 version exists between both (sinceX2

was installed at site1). T1 andT2, satisfying thatWS1

T

WS2 6= ∅, are executed at both sites in the same
order. AsT1 andT2 are not executed in the same order with regard toT3, the obtained1C-schedule is
neitherSI nor GSI.
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6 One Copy Snapshot Isolation Schedules

The 1C-scheduleHt obtained in Definition 7 will be aSI-schedule if it verifies the conditions given in
Definition 3. The question is what conditions localSI-schedules,Hk

t , have to verify in order to guarantee
that Ht is a SI-schedule. Definition 4 ofSI-equivalence provides a starting point because ifHt is a SI-
schedule, it would beSI-equivalent to eachSI-scheduleHk

t . Taking into account the first condition of
SI-equivalence in Definition 4, we consider the kind ofROWA protocols that guarantee the same total order
of the commit operations for the transactions with write/write conflicts at every site. This is stated in
Assumption 3.

Assumption 3(Total order of conflicting transactions). For each pairTi, Tj ∈ T with WSi

T

WSj 6= ∅, a
unique order relationck

i < ck
j holds for allSI-schedulesHk

t with k ∈ Im.

Under this Assumption, it seems clear that a1C-schedule serializes the execution of conflicting trans-
actions as Definition 3 about SI-schedules requires.

Property 4. Under Assumption 3, the1C-scheduleHt verifies that for each pairTi, Tj ∈ T : ¬(Tj impacts

Ti at bi).

Proof. By Assumption 2, at any sitek ∈ Im, for each pairT k
j , T k

i ∈ T k : ¬(T k
j impacts T k

i at bk
i ). That is,

WSk
j ∩ WSk

i = ∅ ∨ ¬(bk
i < ck

j < ck
i ).

1. If WSk
j ∩ WSk

i = ∅, by definition ofTj andTi, WSj ∩ WSi = ∅. Then,¬(Tj impacts Ti at bi).

2. LetWSk
j ∩WSk

i 6= ∅. Again, by definition ofTj andTi, WSj∩WSi 6= ∅. Hence, either¬(T k
j impacts

T k
i at bk

i ) or ¬(T k
i impacts T k

j at bk
j ). Thus,ck

i < bk
j or ck

j < bk
i holds. By Assumption 3,ck

i < ck
j

for all sitesk ∈ Im. Thus,ck
i < bk

j for all k ∈ Im. In particular,csite(j)
i < b

site(j)
j . By definition of

Ht : ci < cj andci ≤ c
site(j)
i < bj holds inHt.

Suppose thatTj impactsTi at bi in Ht. That is,WSj ∩ WSi 6= ∅ andbi < cj < ci. A contradiction
with ci < cj is obtained. Therefore,¬(Tj impacts Ti at bi).

Analogously, ifTi impactsTj at bj in Ht. That is,WSj ∩WSi 6= ∅ andbj < ci < cj . A contradiction
with ci < bj is obtained again, and therefore,¬(Ti impacts Tj at bj).

However, the execution of write/write conflicting transactions in the same order at all sites does not
offer SI nor GSI, as it has been shown in the example of Figure 1. In that example only T1 andT2 had
write/write conflicts and they have been executed in the sameorder at every site. Therefore, taking into
account the second condition in Definition 4, it is necessarythat a transaction reads the latest installed
version in the system of a data item.

Assumption 4 (Latest-version read). For each pair of transactionsTi, Tj ∈ T with WSj ∩ RSi 6= ∅: they
verify that ifcj < bi in Ht thenc

site(i)
j < b

site(i)
i in H

site(i)
t .

Under Assumptions 3 and 4 it is easy to proof the next Theorem.It states that the1C-schedule is a
SI-schedule.

Theorem 1. Under Assumption 3 and Assumption 4, the1C-ScheduleHt is a SI-schedule.

Proof. By Property 4 the condition (2) in Definition 3 ofSI-schedule is verified forHt. We only need to
prove the statement:

“ if Ri(Xj) ∈ H then {Xj} = latestV er(X, Ht, bi)”.
SupposeRi(Xj) ∈ H and{Xj} 6= latestV er(X,Ht, bi). There is a versionXr installed by some transaction
Tr such thatcj < cr < bi.
If Ri(Xj) ∈ H, by Definition 7 ofHt, Ri(Xj)

site(i) ∈ Hsite(i). From Assumption 2, it is always satisfied
that{Xsite(i)

j } = latestV er(Xsite(i), H
site(i)
t , b

site(i)
i ).
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Also, Assumption 1 ensures thatC
site(i)
r ∈ Hsite(i) andX

site(i)
r ∈ V er(Xsite(i), Hsite(i)). As X ∈ WSj ∩

WSr, by Assumption 3, ifcsite(i)
r < c

site(i)
j thencr < cj . Since this contradicts the initial supposition, we

have thatcsite(i)
j < c

site(i)
r .

Finally, X ∈ WSr ∩ RSi andcr < bi in Ht by the supposition. Considering Assumption 4, ifcr < bi in Ht

thenc
site(i)
r < b

site(i)
i .

In conclusion,Xsite(i)
r ∈ V er(Xsite(i), Hsite(i)) andc

site(i)
j < c

site(i)
r < b

site(i)
i . Therefore,{Xsite(i)

j } 6=

latestV er(Xsite(i), H
site(i)
t , b

site(i)
i ) andH

site(i)
t is not aSI-schedule against Assumption 2. The Theorem

holds.

It is easy to show that every1C-schedule that is aSI-schedule satisfies Assumption 4. IfRi(Xj) ∈ Ht

then{Xj} = latestV er(X, Ht, bi) andcj < bi. As {Xsite(i)
j } = latestV er(Xsite(i), H

site(i)
t , b

site(i)
i ) holds,

H
site(i)
t is aSI-schedule by Assumption 2, thenc

site(i)
j < b

site(i)
i . Hence, both assumptions 3 and 4 compose

a single sufficient condition for SI-schedules. Assumption4 is also a necessary condition, but Assumption 3
is not. To show that, consider two sites and two transactions, T1 andT2, such thatWS1 ∩ WS2 6= ∅. In the
site1, T 1

1 is executed beforeT 1
2 ; and in the site2, T 2

1 is executed afterT 2
2 . Besides, consider thatc1

1 < b2
2

holds. If other transactionT3 starts its execution in the site1 after the commit times ofT 1
2 andT 2

1 and it
writes again the same updates ofT 1

2 in both sites, then the obtained1C-schedule will be aSI-schedule but
Assumption 3 will not hold.

In the ROWA protocols considered in Section 5, Assumption 4 emphasizesthat a transaction must
see the latest installed version in the system. In other words, a transaction must remain blocked until
Assumption 4 becomes true. As the consideredROWA protocol only sends the writeset to remote sites, it
can not be checked whether another site has installed a new version. As a straight consequence of this, it
is not possible to abort the transaction violating theSI level. Thus, only a blockingROWA protocol may
obtain theSI level.

To circumvent such inconvenience, one approach to obtainSI is sending the readsets and writesets of
transactions to all sites in order to know if some transaction has missed a more recent version. Sending the
readset to all sites is prohibitive (leading to lower performance, poor scalability and higher abortion rates)
but, on the other hand, stronger isolation levels thanSI may be obtained, more precisely serializable as it
has been pointed out in [13].

Another alternative approach consists in broadcasting a start message containing the transaction identi-
fier. This message is sent when the transaction is submitted at its delegate local replica. Thus, the execution
of the transaction is delayed until the message has been delivered at its local replica. In the other replicas,
this message is used to mark the starting point of the remote transaction. This approach delimits the time a
transaction waits for the latest version installed in the system. However, any start message must be deliv-
ered at every site in the same order with regard to any other message containing either a writeset or another
start indication; and the processing of any start message must follow the same order as that obtained upon
the delivery of other messages. Hence, a start indication isnot processed before finishing the application
of writesets received in previous messages.

In this way, by an appropriate modification of the definition 7, in order to definebi = mink{bk
i }, it is

obtained that, ifcj < bi in the 1C-scheduleHt, thenck
j < bk

i for each SI-scheduleHk
t at every site, and in

particularcsite(i)
j < b

site(i)
i in H

site(i)
t . If it is not true for a site, that is,br

i < cr
j , it means that the same

total order for the start message has been violated.

7 One Copy Generalized Snapshot Isolation Schedules

In the previous section, Assumptions 3 and 4 have been used toprove how a 1C-schedule that verifies the
conditions of a SI-schedule can be obtained using ROWA protocols. However, Assumption 3 is not enough
for obtaining such schedule –without Assumption 4–, and Assumption 4 is too restrictive for a regular
replicated system, since it needs to block the start of transactions in order to be held. As explained in the
next section, most SI replication protocols are based on multicasting transaction writesets in total order,
and on guaranteeing a commit total order in all replicas. Actually, the main issue in these protocols is to
maintain such total order of transaction commits. As a result, since all replicas generate SI-schedules and
their local snapshots have received the same sequence of updates, transactions starting at any site are able
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to read a particular snapshot, that perhaps is not the latestone, but that is consistent with those of other
replicas.

Assumption 5(Total order of committing transactions). For each pairTi, Tj ∈ T , a unique order relation
ck
i < ck

j holds for allSI-schedulesHk
t with k ∈ Im.

The SI-schedulesHk
t have the same total order of committed transactions. Without loss of general-

ization, we consider the following total order in the rest ofthis section:ck
1 < ck

2 < ... < ck
n for every

k ∈ Im.
In the next property we are going to verify that, thanks to thetotal order, versions of items read by

a transaction belong to the same snapshot in a given time interval. This interval is determined for each
transactionTi by two commit times, denotedci0 andci1 . The former corresponds to the commit time of
a transactionTi0 such thatTi reads fromTi0 for the last time and from then it performs no other read
operation. The latter corresponds to the commit time of a transactionTi1 , so that it is the first transaction,
afterTi0 , that verifiesWSi1 ∩RSi 6= ∅ and hence modifying the snapshot of the transactionTi. In case that
Ti1 does not exist, the correctness interval forTi will extend fromci0 to bi.

Property 5. Let Ht be a 1C-schedule verifying Assumption 5. For eachTi ∈ T if Ri(Xj) ∈ H then
Xj ∈ Snapshot(DB, Ht, τ ) andτ ∈ R+ satisfiesci0 ≤ τ < ci1 ≤ bi.

Proof. Let T
site(i)
i0

be a transaction such thatWSi0 ∩ RSi 6= ∅ andc
site(i)
i0

defines the last time inHsite(i)
t

from which transactionT site(i)
i no longerreads fromT

site(i)
i0

a version of a data item. By Assumption 2:
∀Y ∈ WSi0 ∩ RSi : {Y

site(i)
i0

} = latestV er(Y site(i), H
site(i)
t , b

site(i)
i ). By Assumption 1 and Definition 7:

Ti0 ∈ T andci0 < bi.
Let X ∈ RSi be an item read byTi such thatX /∈ WSi0 ∩RSi and{Xsite(i)

j } = latestV er( Xsite(i), H
site(i)
t ,

b
site(i)
i ). We prove that∄Tr ∈ T : Xr ∈ V er(X,H) ∧ cj < cr < ci0 . Note that if this property is false, then

the versionXr will be more up-to-date thanXj in Ht whenTi reads fromTi0 . The1C-scheduleHt will
not be aGSI-schedule. By contradiction, if there existsTr andcj < cr < ci0 then by Assumption 5 and 1:
c
site(i)
j < c

site(i)
r < c

site(i)
i0

. Thus,Xsite(i)
j is not the latest version inHsite(i)

t at bsite(i)
i .

It is important to note thatcsite(i)
i0

defines the moment whereT site(i)
i reads the latest version forH

site(i)
t .

Hence,ci0 will define forHt the time instant ofTi’s snapshot. If there exists a transactionTi1 with WSi1 ∩

RSi 6= ∅, thenTi will not see the versions installed byTi1 . Thus,bsite(i)
i < c

site(i)
i1

. However, it may happen
in Ht thatci1 < bi. In fact, this is the main reason to beHt a GSI-schedule.
In conclusion, for allX ∈ RSi, Xj ∈ Snapshot(DB, Ht, ci0) holds. This is valid for everyτ, ci0 ≤ τ , until
the first transactionTi1 ∈ T such thatWSi1 ∩ RSi 6= ∅ or until bi(bi = b

site(i)
i ) if there not exists such a

transaction. Therefore,ci0 ≤ τ < ci1 ≤ bi holds.

The aim of the next theorem is to prove that the 1C-schedules generated by any ROWA protocol that
verifies Assumption 5 are actually GSI-schedules; i.e., they comply with all conditions stated in Definition
5. Whilst proving that a transaction always reads from the same snapshot in a particular time interval is
easy, it is not trivial to prove that for a given transactionTi there has not been any other transactionTj

that has impactedTi and that has been committed whilstTi was being executed. However, due to the total
commit order an induction proof is possible, showing that the obtained 1C-schedule verifies all conditions
in order to be a GSI-schedule.

Theorem 2. Under Assumption 5, the1C-scheduleHt is a GSI-schedule.

Proof. Ht is aGSI-schedule if verifies Definition 5. Under Assumption 5 and 2, theSI-schedulesHk
t have

the same total order of committed transactions:ck
1 < ck

2 < ... < ck
n for everyk ∈ Im. Ht also verifies such

an orderc1 < c2 < ... < cn because by Definition 7mink∈Im{ck
i } < mink∈Im{ck

j } with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
The rest of the proof is made by induction over such a total order. First, we define the subsets of transactions
for eachi ∈ In : T (i) = {T1, T2, ..., Ti} ⊆ T and for eachk ∈ Im : T k(i) = {T k

1 , T k
2 , ..., T k

i } ⊆ T k. Using
these subsets we defineHk(i), Hk

t (i), H(i) and Ht(i). They are exactly equal toHk, Hk
t , H and Ht

respectively, except that they only include the operationsin T k(i) orT (i). Thus, it is clear thatHk(n) = Hk,
Hk

t (n) = Hk
t , H(n) = H andHt(n) = Ht.
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Induction Base. Ht(1) is a GSI-schedule. There is only one committed transaction inT (1). Therefore,
Definition 5 is trivially verified forHt(1).
Induction Hypothesis. Ht(j) is aGSI-schedule1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1.
Induction Step. We will prove thatHt(i) is aGSI-schedule,i ∈ Im. Note thatT (i) = T (i − 1) ∪ {Ti}. As
Ht(i−1) is aGSI-schedule, by Hypothesis, for any pairTj , T

′

j ∈ T (i−1) : ¬(Tj impactsT ′

j ats′j). As cj < ci

for 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, by the considered total order,¬(Ti impactsTj at sj) in Ht(i). If Rj(Xr) ∈ H(i − 1) and
Xr ∈ Snapshot(DB, Ht(i−1), sj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1 thenRj(Xr) ∈ H(i). Xr 6= Xi becausecsite(j)

j < c
site(j)
i

andH
site(i)
t is aSI-schedule and henceXr ∈ Snapshot(DB, Ht(i), sj).

Therefore, in order to prove thatHt(i) is aGSI-schedule, we only need to prove forTi ∈ T that there exists
a valuesi ≤ bi such that:

(a) if Ri(Xr) ∈ H(i), Xr ∈ Snapshot(DB, Ht(i), si) and
(b) for eachTj ∈ T (i) : ¬(Tj impactsTi at si).

The begin timebsite(i)
i and the commit timeci0 of the transactionTi0 ∈ T (i) from whichTi reads for the

last time, allow us to define the sets:
T1(i) = {Tj ∈ T : b

site(i)
i < c

site(i)
j < c

site(i)
i }

T2(i) = {Tj ∈ T : c
site(i)
i0

< c
site(i)
j < b

site(i)
i }

By Assumption 2,∀Tj ∈ T1(i) : WSj ∩ WSi = ∅, i.e. Hsite(i)
t is aSI-schedule, and by definition ofTi0 ∈ T

and again Assumption 2,∀Tj ∈ T1(i) : WSj ∩ RSi = ∅. Let Ti2 ∈ T2(i) be the last transaction such that
in the total order it verifiesWSi2 ∩ WSi 6= ∅. Note that in the1C-schedule, obtained from Definition 7, a
commit timec

site(i)
j for a transaction inT1(i) may change its relation with respect tobi, but maintaining the

order relation with respect the other commit times. LetTi1 ∈ T1(i) be the first transaction such thatci1 < bi

in Ht andWSi1 ∩ RSi 6= ∅ Thus,ci0 < ci2 < ci1 < bi holds inHt.
For any valuesi ∈ (ci2 , ci1), (a) holds for Property 5 and (b) holds by the wayTi2 ∈ T has been defined.
For eachTj such thatci2 < cj < bi, if Tj ∈ T2(i) thenWSj ∩WSi = ∅. If not, Ti2 is not the last transaction
verifying such a condition; and ifTj ∈ T1(i) thenWSj ∩ WSi = ∅. Thus, these transactions do not impact
with Ti. The rest of transactions do not either impact withTi because their commit times are sooner than
si.
To conclude, if there does not existTi1 thensi = bi and therefore (a) and (b) holds. In case that it does not
existTi2 thensi ∈ (ci0 , ci1) and again (a) and (b) holds.

This proof has not been given before in any ROWA-based SI replication protocol ensuring total order
for the commit operations of all transactions in the system replicas. This theorem formally justifies such
protocols correctness and establishes that their resulting isolation level is GSI. Additionally, it is worth
noting that Assumption 5 is a sufficient condition, but not necessary, for obtaining GSI. Despite this,
replication protocols that comply with such an assumption are easily implementable. In the next section,
we analyze some recent SI replication protocols and other related works.

8 Related Work

The principles stated in this paper have been already used inmany database replication protocols that
provide the SI level [26, 22, 23, 27, 13]. Indeed, all of them use an atomic broadcast protocol for writeset
propagation, and thus all transactions are totally ordered. In [26] those delivered writesets that do not
intersect are allowed to proceed concurrently, and this mayimply that they might be applied in different
orders in different replicas. However, this createsholesin the writeset list being managed by this protocol
and, as a result, local transactions are blocked until theseholes disappear. When this happens, the effects
of these concurrent writeset applications are the same as those of an application in total order, and the local
transactions are then allowed to begin.

The assurance of this total order in the application of transactions in all replicas also leads to the typical
certification carried out in this kind of protocols. All delivered writesets are ordered in the same way in
all replicas and a conflict checking is made in order to certify each transaction. This implies that local
transactions that collide with such writesets must be aborted. Moreover, this kind of certification can be
locally performed, without needing an additional voting round among replicas (the needed coordination
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has been achieved using the total order broadcast). Unfortunately, in some cases a local DBMS may abort
the application of some writeset (e.g., due to a deadlock, ordue to a local failure), but the replication
protocol has to be prepared to manage appropriately these events. To this end, such writeset applications
must be retried until they are successful, and the order of their application must be correctly ensured. Some
protocols have already described this kind of events (e.g.,[26]).

All certification-based protocols need to maintain a historic list of already applied writesets in order to
check each incoming writeset for validating it. If no conflict arises, the transaction can commit, otherwise
–in case of “impact”– the transaction being certified shouldbe aborted. The problem with such historic
list is that the writesets are not small, and they demand a lotof memory (either main memory or secondary
storage) for maintaining such list. This might compromise the performance of this kind of replication
protocols. Hopefully, such historic list does not need to store its writesets indefinitely. A sequence of
writesets can be dropped from this list when there is no currently active transaction in any replica that
started before the certification time of such writesets. A short subprotocol should be added to the SI
replication protocols in order to ensure such garbage collection of the historic list, and [2] provides a first
example of this kind of subprotocols.

The certification process outlined in the previous paragraphs –and detailed in some parts of this paper–
can be optimized in a middleware-based implementation (as in our MADIS middleware [21]) using the
assistance of the concurrency control mechanisms of the underlying DBMS. To this end, the middleware
protocols need to scan periodically a catalog table of the underlying DBMS where the blocking relations
between active transactions are maintained. We have thoroughly analyzed this mechanism in [27] com-
paring three different implementations of a SI replicationprotocol, and its results show that using such
approach the protocol is able to abort sooner those conflicting transactions that otherwise will have been
aborted in the certification phase. Due to this, the transaction completion time of the committed transac-
tions can be reduced (from 1% to 10%, depending on the number of replicas and the transaction length),
improving thus the performance of a middleware-based replication protocol.

The need of blocking local transactions when the total ordercannot be ensured is a little flaw that might
generate a serious performance loss for these blocked transactions. To reduce this problem, some comple-
mentary techniques must be used to ensure that writesets arequickly applied. One of the best examples is
[12] where both commit ordering and transaction durabilityare merged either into the middleware or into
the database engine. Thus, a batch of ordered writesets is applied at once, achieving a throughput increase
that is 3 to 5 times better than that of the traditional middleware techniques.

In [11] an isolation level intermediate to the GSI and SI levels discussed in this paper is proposed
and justified:strong session SI. It is meaningful for systems withlazy update propagation, according to
the classification given in [17]. Thisstrong session SIlevel is able to avoid transaction inversions, as
our defined 1CSI also does, but without the overall blocking behavior of a 1CSI protocol. The problem
of transaction inversionsarises when a particular client that submits two consecutive transactions is not
able to see in the second one the updates generated by the firstone. This might happen using a GSI level
combined with lazy propagation. In order to avoid such problem, a given application should be divided
into multiple sessions(disjoint subsets of transactions) and thereads-fromrelation between committed
transactions should be enforced only inside each session. Although the aim of that paper is not the same as
ours, the definitions given in [11] for 1CSI and GSI (named, respectively,strongandweak SIin that paper)
are identical to the ones used in our paper.

In the field of federated databases there have been some proposals for achieving a SI level. One of the
first papers of this kind is [33] that presents two different techniques for providing a global SI level (i.e.,
something similar to 1CSI for federated databases). The first one is based on synchronizing the start of
subtransactions; i.e., it requires that all subtransactions that will compose a federated transaction start at
the same time. To this end, this requires that all of them start a beginoperation at once and such operation
can not be interleaved with theatomic commitment protocolof other federated transactions. This is a
stronger requirement than the one described in this paper, but the context is also different since federated
transactions are more complex thanupdate anywhere[17] replication protocols (many subtransactions can
be directly initiated in a federated transaction, whilst ina replicated environment only a single delegate
replica directly executes the transaction whilst all otherreplicas simply apply the updates contained in the
propagated writeset). Its authors also discourage this approach due to its transaction throughput loss. The
second technique uses an optimistic approach and only requires two conditions on transaction execution;
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thus, two federated transactions cannot be (1) concurrent in one database, and (2) have a reads-from relation
in another database. That paper formalizes and justifies (although does not prove its correctness in depth)
this second technique. It also recommends its use since thattechnique does not incur in the performance
penalties of the first one. However, such two conditions can not arise in a replicated setting. As a result,
the formalization and justification given in [33] do not exactly match what has been presented in this paper.
Indeed, such paper does not discuss anything similar to GSI nor 1C-GSI.

Coming back to the contents of Section 4, an appropriate generalization of our definition 5 might
include a third property of aGSI-schedule. This property bounds the freshness of the snapshot provided to
a transactionTi, in terms of adistance functiond:

3. d(Snapshot(si), Snapshot(bi)) ∈ [0, ki]

The above mentioneddistance functiond could be defined in a variety of ways, ranging from a time-
based one (e.g.d(Snapshot(si), Snapshot(bi)) = bi − si) to more complex value-based specifications,
using the number of updated items, or even the relative valuechange on items read by a transaction. We
have taken this research line in [3] providing there a flexible replication protocol that is able to bound the
degree of freshness for the transactions’ snapshot. As a result, our k-boundSI replication protocol [3] is
able to range from a relaxed GSI level to a strict 1CSI level asdefined in this paper. In order to achieve
the 1CSI level it only requires an empty total-order multicast message that is needed to start a transaction.
Such message should be multicast by the transaction delegate replica, and once delivered, such transaction
is allowed to start. Note that, as proved in the current paperand previously suggested in [13], the strict
SI protocol needs to block transactions start. Additionally, this protocol combines this certification-based
variant for the GSI and 1CSI levels with a weak-voting [35] one that allows the support of the serializable
isolation level. So, in a single protocol we have provided support for three different isolation levels.

Regarding thisk-boundreplication protocol, other recent papers [5] of our group state that for support-
ing multiple isolation levels the simplest approach is to use a single protocol architecture (any of those
distinguished in the classification given in [35], for instance). So, we have also unified the protocol archi-
tecture of the originalk-boundprotocol (in [22]), using a weak-voting approach for all itsthree levels. Up
to our knowledge this is one of the first protocols that uses the weak-voting approach for SI replication
protocols and can improve the system performance for those applications having a high degree of trans-
action conflicts, since the validation/certification step is only made in one replica. Additionally, with a
weak-voting approach no replica needs to maintain any writeset history and this reduces the amount of
memory needed by each site in order to execute the protocol.

9 Conclusions

This paper studiesROWA protocols for database replication, where each replica uses aDBMS providingSI
isolation level.ROWA replication protocols exclusively based on propagating the writeset of transactions
may not achieve the one-copy-SI consistency level unless they do block the beginning of transactions until
they get the latest system snapshot. This potential blocking of transactions makes the main attraction ofSI,
the non-blocking execution of read operations, not feasible. This is the main reason for introducingGSI in
database replication scenarios.

This paper establishes that the sufficient condition for obtaining aGSI consistency level is the same
total order of committed transactions. This fact limits thekind of replications protocols to be implemented
in a replicated setting in order to obtainGSI.

To sum up, all the properties that have been formalized in ourpaper seem to be assumed in some
previous works, but none of them carefully identified nor formalized such properties. As a result, we
have provided a sound theoretical basis for designing and developing future replication protocols with
Generalized Snapshot Isolation.
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